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Energy efficiency - why bother? 
Production sites purchase and use an enormous amount of energy, the recent         

increases in energy prices has in turn significantly increased the operating 

costs.  Additionally, the combination of consumer environmental concern and        

government policy is applying pressure to organisations to actively improve energy 

efficiency. The good news is that significant reductions in energy can be 

achieved at any site. 

 

It is a fact that most production sites waste huge quantities of energy, with support 

from an Energy Efficiency Specialist all sites can soon start significantly reducing 

their energy consumption, achieving their environmental goals & targets and making 

serious financial savings. 

 

How can EnerJon help? 
At EnerJon we are passionate about energy reduction - its all we do!  EnerJon has a 

network of skilled specialist contractors that are used in key areas.  With our      

experience of industrial energy  reduction we will dig past the superficial gains and 

root out the  serious energy waste on any site, working as part of your team,         

EnerJon can: 
  

Site Energy Audit - this will identify where energy is used & build up an energy 

“map” for the site.   

Identify the Energy Waste - quantify the scale & cost of the waste. 

Identify Energy Saving Solutions - there are always several solutions to most 

energy wastes, EnerJon will identify them and demonstrate the solution, energy   

savings and installed costs. 

Create an Action Plan - working with the client site, develop an energy reduction 

action plan that fits with the clients carbon reduction goals, targets and budgets.  

EnerJon can support the client sites engineers in implementing the plan or project 

manage the improvements as required. 

Measure the Success - each improvement will be checked to ensure that      

commissioning has been carried out and the planned savings are being delivered.  
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The outcome of the EnerJon energy efficiency improvement project will be           

increased energy efficiency, reduced carbon emissions, significant operating cost 

reduction, improved staff awareness & knowledge, potential renewable options       

understood and enhanced environmental reputation. 

 

EnerJon use in house expertise and a network of specialist contractors to identify 

and improve energy inefficiencies in any type of commercial facility including      

Pharmaceutical, Food industries, factories & offices.  The following are systems 

where efficiency can be significantly improved:- 

 

Heating, ventilation  & cooling - Including hot water, steam, direct & indirect 

gas, cooling / refrigeration, fans and controls.  Building Management Systems 

(BMS) and uilding Energy Management Systems (BEMS). 

Compressed air systems - including compressors, driers, controllers, blowers,             

distribution systems and leak identification. 

Steam systems - including boilers, boiler controls, economisers, preheaters, 

flash steam recovery, condensate recovery, steam trap failures, control       

optimisers. 

Pumps and Fans - Including design of systems, optimised setup and control. 

Effluent treatment - pumps and blowers, controls, water recovery options. 

Process heating and cooling - including chilled water systems, hot water     

systems, cooling tower systems, pumps, tanks and insulation, heat recovery    

options. 

Lighting - Indoor and outdoor, efficient lights and controls. 

 

Enerjon can offer several support options and will customise our support model     

depending on the customers requirements to ensure the correct support level is    

always achieved. 

 

If you want to significantly reduce your organisations energy requirement, improve 

its environmental reputation and become more competitive - call today. 
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